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The questions arising over the deterioration of

the 0BD have brought this topic to the attention of the

public. This thesis will discuss the Central Business

District of D311a5 and its decline. In order to study

alternatives to these downward trends, the Central Business

District Association of Dallas commissioned Alexander

Cooper to make. an analysis of the possibilities for

one alternative, namely, housing.

The purpose of this study is to examine the le.rander

Cooper Report on housing. The facts presented in this

thesis will provide an analytical base of urban theory

from which a discussion of housing prospects will be

initiated. The feasibility of dointovm housing

construction will 'be examined as it is presented in the

Cooper Report.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The problems of our nation's cities are publicized

extensively. Many cities are plagued by debt and

physical decay. Forecasts of social and financial

collapse are abundant. To be sure, there are numerous

complex problems facing American cities today, but

what is often overlooked in regard to these problems

is the question of their social significance: for whom

and to what extent are they problems? As one authority

has stated, many of the problems only deal with matters

of "...comfort, convenience, amenity and business

advantage..."1  If this view is correct then what, indeed,

might be lost by the decline of our cities?

The current "urban crisis" generally refers to the

on-going economic decline which is taking place in many

of the largest American cities today, More specifically,

a common element underlying many of the problems is a

decline in population, jobs, and the tax base. New York

City is a striking example of most of the social and

financial dilemmas that are facing our cities today.

If New York City is to achieve greater financial stability,

Edward C. Banfield, The Unhet Revisited
(Boston, 1974), p. 4.

1
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it must stem the erosion of its tax base and the continuing

escalation of the costs of providing social services,

New York, however, is not alone in its plight; other

cities including Memphis, Detroit, Newark, Boston, and

Baltimore--among others--face similar financial and

economic problems, though perhaps on a reduced scale of

magnitude.

in addition to the decline in population, jobs, and

the tax base, there are other factors present which tend

to compound the urban crisis. The existence of poverty

in the cities, for example, has contributed to further

difficulties. Poverty areas often serve as centers for

crime, decay, and drugs, From slums and poverty areas,

crime has spread throughout cities, thus giving them

the reputation of being "too dangerous" for residents.

As a result, many families and businesses continue to

leave troubled cities to seek greater safety in the

suburbs, In the process, of course, cities experience

further decline in population, jobs, and the tax base.

in addition to crime, additional problems of pollution,

congestion, and noise are often cited as factors which

compound the urban crisis. In this regard, many families

move to suburbs and small towns hoping to find a higher-

quality environment offering greater tranquility and

a slower pace of day-to-day living. In recent years,

too, a growing number of corporations have decided to
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move their headquarters offices from large cities to

smaller ones because, in part, smaller cities offer

important environmental and psychological advantages

for "key" personnel and their families

Many urban problems are serious, to be sure, but

some of them are apparently not serious enough to

warrant the time and expense necessary to correct

them. On this point Banfield has wryly observed that:

"A great many so-called urban problems are really

conditions that we either cannot eliminate or do not

want to incur the disadvantages of eliminating."3

Such "conditions", says Banfield, might include

traffic congestion, the time spent in commuting to

work, or the impersonality of city life. They are

hardly "problems" in any critical sense; that is,

they have little significance with regard to the

essential welfare or survival of the city, Viewed in

this context, many urban problems may not be anywhere

near as big as they seem.

Finally, it is often asserted that one of the major

areas of concern today for the cities is the decline

of the Central Business District (CBD). This decline

is characterized by the loss of customers and sales

for downtown businesses, department stores, theaters,

and restaurants, accompanied by the movement to suburbs

2Jack Patterson, "The Prospect of a Nation With
No Important Cities," Business Week (February 2, 1976),
60-61.

3 Banfield, p. 3
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of business firms and jobs from the CBD. It is often

asserted, especially by downtown businessmen, that the

continuing decline of the QBD is a problem which

threatens the essential welfare and survival of the city.

However, Banfield argues that

Clearly, the movement of good customers from
one place to another involves inconvenience
and business loss to many people, especially
to the owners of real estate that is no
longer in so great demand. These losses,
however, are essentially no different from
those that occur from other causes- say, a
shift of consumers' tastes that suddenly
renders a once-valuable patent valueless.
oreover, though some lose by the changes,
others gain by it: the overall gain of
wealth by building in the suburbs may more
than offset the loss of ig caused by letting
the downtown deteriorate,

Thus, the continuing decline of the central business

district may indeed pose a critical problem to downtown

businesses and property owners, but may not pose as

serious a problem to the city as a whole, at least in

the sense of threatening the essential survival of the

city itself.

The Area Chosen for Study

The questions arising over the deterioration of

the BD have brought this topic to the attention of

the public. This paper will discuss the Central

Business District of Dallas and its decline. As

Banfield, p. 5.



mentioned before, there are several considerations to

be examined in the decline of a CBD. However, housing

is another major question being developed today. All

of these areas will be mentioned in the analysis with

the primary emphasis heing on how to reverse downward

trends. In order to study alternatives to these

downward trends, the Central Business District Association

of Dallas commissioned Alexander Cooper to make an

analysis of the possibilities for one alternative, namely,

housing.5 This has been considered as one method for

drawing the population back to the CBD.

There are many external pressures which effect

this proposal and each of these will be considered

in turn. Statistics will be used to show the decline

in central city sales and construction as opposed to

a corresponding increase in these respective categories

in the suburbs.

In the jargon of spatial economic theory, a city

such as Dallas can be regarded as a "multi-nuclei"

city. Such cities are spread out physically with

several clusters of business and residential activity

forming important commercial centers in themselves.

These centers are connected by an extensive network

of highways. The lifestyle is usually a function

of low-density housing which requires a good deal

of open space. This lifestyle, which calls for

5Alexander Cooper, Housing and the future of Downtown
Dallas (Dallas, 1975).
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open space, low-density housing, and reliance on the

automobile, will obviously be an important factor in

the feasibility of a program of housing construction

in a relatively small area such as the Dallas GBD.

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study is to examine the

AleXander Cooper Report on housing. The facts

presented in the following chapters will provide a

analytical base of urban theory from which a discussion

of housing prospects will be initiated. The feasibility

of downtown housing construction will be examined.,

First, its financial feasibility will be discussed.

Questions to be considered will be how financially

practical the construction costs are. Is there a

demand for this construction and are the necessary

construction sites available?

There are many factors involved in making a study

such as this. With the population of the area as it

is, the scope of the Cooper survey was limited to workers

downtown. The general desirability for immediate

residence downtown being negative, many other questions

had to be considered. Their effect on changes in this

demand are evident in the study by the Cooper Report,

lany obstacles encountered were security, cost of living,

entertainment, cultural activities and open areas such as

parks and green areas*



Tne major source of potential residents for the

central city suggested by the Cooper Report was to be

the downtom worker. Therefore, it is this group which

the Cooper Report polled and analyzed in its survey.

From these results, conclusions as to the possibilities

for housing were determined. The design configuration most

desired was also projected. Finally, conclusions as

to the possibility of housing are given. There are

many obstacles not the least of Which are legal

questions and financial problems. The question of the

legality of the city's power in the use of the policy

of eminent domain is also analyzed. The problems of

obtaining land for these purposes is a major factor.

The tax benefits given to those instituting housing

is another realm of possibility in the question of

downtown housing.

Scope And Limitations

The focus of this study is on the report by

Alexander Cooper, Housing and the Future of Downtown

Dallas. The analysis will be confined to a discussion

of the question the report was designed to answer.

In addition, the exact financing and locational

problems in instituting housing are not discussed in

detail. The specific problems which may result from

downtown housing are also left without in-depth discussion,

Since this thesis is an examination of the Cooper Report,



it will incorporate the statisitcs given by the report;

it will also use those statistics in support of the

hypothesis that the Jooper Report cannot be instituted

without further examination of the recommendations and

impediments to housing.

Research Methodology

In implementing this inve stigation, deductive

reasoning was utilized. The facts presented by the

Cooper Report were analyzed by the use of various

statistics. Statistics and established theories were

used in this analysis. The evolution of urban theory

was laid as a foundation for the examination of housing

as a possible remedy to the decline of the CBD. The

implication of urban development provided information

for a analytical interpretation and investigation of

the results obtained by the Cooper Report.

Organization of the Study

Chapter One of this thesis is devoted to the

presentation of the subject matter to be discussed.

Its purpose is to provide an introduction and guide

for the remainder of the study. Chapter Two provides

the theoretical basis for an analysis of the Cooper

Report. The mononuclear and multi-nuclei theories

of urban development are presented in order to provide

an analytical framework in which to analyze the spatial
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organization of the city of Dallas. In Chapter Three

the Cooper Report itself is presented. Chapter Four

deals with the proposals of the Cooper Report and

discusses the problem of implementing the suggestions

made by the report. Here the political and financial

difficulties are notEd, although it is not the

intention of this thesis to provide specific measure0

for alleviating such matters. Finally, in Chapter Five,

conc lions as to the feasibility of housing for the

Dallas CB$ will be presented and explored at some length.



OIAPTER I

THEORETICAL BASIS FOR URBAN GROWTH

The purpose of this chapter is to provide a

theoretical and empirical framework of urban economic

development. This framework will be utilized later in

a discussion of housing as a revitalizing force in the

central business district of Dallas. The present chapter,

however, will attempt to clarify the definitions and

concepts frequently encountered in urban theory. The

concept of the mononuclear city will be examined in

order to ascertain specific forces which have contributed

to its growth and subsequent decline. By way of contrast,

the modern multi-nuclei theory will be presented also

in order to describe and explain the emerging spatial

patterns of development found today in many of the newer

metropolitan areas.

The forces of decentralization at work in newer

metropolitan areas, such as Dallas, will be analyzed

and, afterwards, will be shown to constitute an important

theoretical argument which casts doubt on the likelihood

of rejuvenating the central business district of Dallas

through an ambitious program of downtown housing

construction,

10-
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Definitions

Central Business District,--The central business

district (GBD) is generally understood to be the center

of the city for commercial activities. Unfortunately,

there exists no uniform or universal definition of the

exact area comprising the CBD tEach city has an area

that, by custom or tradition, comprises its :BD. In

New York, for example, the 0BD has long been regarded

as the area in 1anhattan south of Sixtieth Street,

In Dallas, the CBD is, according to Cooper, a 936-acre

area of the deep center of the city as the map on the

following page illustrates. Generally speaking, the

'BD's are the nuclei of the central cities.2

Lty.--In contrast to the central business district

which is defined informally, the term "city" has a more

precise definition. A city can be defined as "an area

contained within the political boundaries of a large

incorporated municipality." Some caution should be

used when defining cities in terms of political

boundaries because population changes can be misleading

if tiken literally. This is especially true when

1Richard E. Muth, Urban Economic Problems (few York,
1975), p. 56.

2Cooper, p. 17.

Jcmes Heilbrun, Urban Economics and Public Policy
(New York, 1974), p. 20.
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annexation changes the population of a given city as

well as its geographic size. A striking example of the

effect of avexation is that of Indianapolis, Indiana,

The population of Indianapolis rose from 476,258 to

744,624 from the period of 1960 to 1970. But the area

of the city increased from 71.2 square miles to 379.4

square miles during this same time span. If annexation

had not occuredt the population of the city would have

actually declined by eght percent using the 1960 city

boundaries.4 Therefore different conclusions can be

reached regarding the growth or decline of a city's

population if caution is inot exercised in ascertaining

whether its political boundaries have been changed over

time,

Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMsA).- In

order to facilitate meaningful comparisons of population

change and to avoid problems arising from annexation,

the Census bureau in 1960 introduced a new statistical

unit called the Standard Aetropolitan Statistical Area

(tv SA). The SMSA is an integrated economic unit

4Heilbrun, ,p. 20.
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It is defined as being:

*..an integrated, non-agricultural labor market,
An integrated labor market might... be described
as the smallest area that is large enough to
contain the workplaces of most of the people who
reside in it and the residences of most of the
people who work in it,

One example is the Philadelphia SMSA which includes

not only the city of Philadelphia but also four counties

in Pennsylvania and three in New Jersey.

More specifically, an SIVSA is defined as:

a county or group of contiguous counties which
contains at least one city of 50,000 inhabitants
or more or 'twin cities' with a combined population
of at least 50,000. Contiguous counties are
included in an $kOA if, according to certain
criteria, they are essentially metropolitan in
character and are socially and ecgnomically
integrated with the central city.

The "central city", it should be noted, is simply the

largest city contained within an SMA.

Suburbs and Satellite Cities.--Suburbs are informally

defined as being residential areas where there are relatively

few areas of employment. In common usage, the suburb is

a "bedroom community" in which many commuters live.8

However, the "suburbs" are an area which is somewhat

5M. Jarvin Emerson and Charles F. Lamphear, Urban
and Regional Economics: Structure andChane(Boston, 1975),

6.
tEmerson and Lamphear, p. 186-187.

David W. Rasmussen, Urban Economics (New York, 1973),
p. 61.

8Emerson and Lamphear, p. 188-190.
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difficult to define operationally. Some suburbs are

almost entirely housing areas; others may be a combination

of housing, light industry, shopping centers, and office..

parks. It seems clear, though, that suburbs are today

gradually becoming more important as centers of employment

and commerce, particularly for service-related activities.

Urban sociologists have more clearly defined a

satellite city, in contrast to the somewhat ambiguous

definition of a suburb. A satellite city is regarded

as an urban locality within an S'SA that serves as an

important place of emploment and commerce in its own

righ t.9  examples of satellite cities within the Dllas-

Fort Worth niA might include Denton, Arlington, Garland,

and Grand Prairie.

The Spatial Organization of the

Mononuclear City

The mononuclear theory of urban development holds

that most of the economic activity in the city is

concentrated in the central core--the central business

district. Due to the lack of transportation facilities,

the city had to center its activities both business and

residential. The introduction of the elevated trains

and subways increased the area of the city but not to

91merson and Lamphear, p. 188-190*
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to the extent which is evident today. There were specific

factors which contributed to the rise of the mononuclear

city and these will be discussed here. Specifically,

other than transportation facilities, forces of

agglomeration played a important role in the rise of the

city.

"Concentration of people and economic activities,

a characteristic of cities, is the direct result of the

advantages of close contact often referred to as "economies

of agglomeration".10 It is felt these economies are

foremost the cause of city growth as more people and

business activity are attracted to the city.

Economies of agglomeration may be broken down for

further examination. A general process is to break

them down into three broad categories: 1) social

agglomeration economies; 2) household agglomeration

economies, and; 3) business agglomeration economies.1

Social alomerAtion econoie5.-Refering to

social agglomeration economies, these include areas which

affect groups in society. Such areas as public services

ay be altered as a result of these economies, There

10 erner Z. Hirsch, Urban Economic Analysis
(ew York, 1973), p. 3.

11Harry Ward Richardson, Regional Growth Theory
(New "ork, 1973), p. 183.
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are two kinds of social agglomeration economies, 1) an

analysis of the possibility of "scale economies in urban

services, and public service efficiency", 2) "the impact

that urban agglomerations have on both national growth

and intra-regional efficiency."12 The most efficient

city size some believe lies around the 250,000 population.

This figure is not without many problems in its analysis.

If all cities of all sizes supplied an identical
mix of serwicea and if demand was inelastic
everywhere for all income groups, then expenditures
on public services per capita (the moj common
measure) would be a reasonable index.

Measurements of service outpats would be useful

if these measurements were more accurate. A measure

of the efficiency of tax-service would also be

necessary. However, the incidence of taxation varies

with each group. The queStion of the improved regional

efficiency by large cities is also of importance. The

main considerations here are of a region capacity to

. - 14
innovate.

Household agglomeration economies.--Household

agglomeration economies discuss the problems and

benefits of city life. Items which are considered

under this criteria are income and the effect of the

city on it. Of course, the benefits and the problems

12Richardson, p. 190.

13Richardson, p. 193.

14Richardson, p. 193.
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of city life depend on one's income, occupation and will

also vary with the standard of living,15

Items such as the advantages and disadvantages of

city life and how these are to be measured may also be

analyzed. "One possibility is to attempt to construct

an index of agglomeration economies/diseconomies for

households which represent the benefit/cost of city life"
16

The items which may be used in formulating these

comparisons may be .,leisure and cultural facilities,

environmental amenities such as climate and access to

open space and countryside, the quality of educational

health and welfare services...") 7. Other factors

included are job opportunities, job security, cost of

living and the potential for advancement. Of course

some of these are difficult to measure. There are

also diseconomies to consider such as pollution and

the crime rate. There are other facilities which will

differentiate cities and therefore make it difficult for

a universal index to be obtained. These are such items

as major league sports, opera, symphonies and other

forms of entertainment. If an index of certain

components were to be initiated, how would the components

151lichardson, p. 184.

16.Richardson, p. 184.

17Richardson, p. 184..
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be weighted? "Three methods could be tried, equal

weights for each factor; subjective weights reflecting

the analyst's own value judgements; 'objectives' weights

reflecting the results of a survey of household preferences."1 8

But of course there is a problem in gathering information,

The utilization of data for households agglomeration

economies, differs for each social class. Income, occupation

and other status variables are examples. Consequently,

there should be different indexes for the different

social cla.sses. Collecting this data and utilizing it

is difficult but according to a 1965 study by Neitz,

areas such as cost of living are measurable and it is

found the cost of living is higher in larger cities as

well as small isolated cities. 19

Business glomeration economies.-Utilizing this

category the city size and resultant benefits to a new

business may be analyzed. In analyzing these economies,

principle components of each area are to be utilized,

Population size and concentration and distribution

measures are also of importance. The major study on

business agglomeration economies is by von Boventer.

His major conclusion is "...that agglomeration economies

vary for different firms and that because of

8Richardson, p. 184,185.

19 Richardson, p. 186.
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this the optimal location in the sense of varying city

sizes also differs from one firm to another...i"20

Some believe that agglomeration economies are more

important for small than large firms. Business economies

are important in drawing more business to a city.

Selections of sites take into consideration competitors,

resources and potential labor force. Of course most

business agglomeration economies depend on the size of

the cities. Organizations which are necessary for business

such as computer consultants, law offices and advertising

agencies are also important. Potential for consumer

industries is analyzed as well as the availability of

public services. 2 1

There are many varied factors used in consideration

of business agglomeration economies but several select

factors may be narrowed down as key items. These would

be 1) the size of the labor market, 2) the index of market

potential, 3) employment in services necessary to conduct

business and, 4) tax rates and public services. The question

of the validity of these key items would have to be tested

but for familiarization of causes of city growth, they will

suffice. To help clarify these components the Urban

Institute in dashington has done research into the area.
22

20Richardson, p. 187.

21Richardson, p. 187.

22 Richardson, p. 189.
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In discussing the course of investigations into

these questions of the factors involved in the rise of

the city, there have been several theories evolved.

These theories have tried to explain these cities and

their growth or deterioration, There have been many

models of urban structure in the past covering a wide

range of theories.

One of the earlier theoretical models of urban

structure was instituted by Ernest W. Burgess in 1923

and called the concentrie-zone hypothesis. Burgess

believed that the city would expand radially from its

center. This expansion would form a series of concentric-

zones or bands. He breaks these zones into five separate

ones. Beginning with Zone I, there is the (BD as

exemplified in the mononuclear city. This includes the

department stores, office buildings, clubs, banks, hotels,

theaters, and museums. Here Burgess states that the OBD

is the major source of retail and service activities.

Early transportation terminals cause business to come to

the OBD. However, airports will pull them away from the

CBD as exemplified in the case of Chicago's O'Hare field.

Zone II is a zone of transition, with a inner structure

of light manufacturing and run-down rooming houses. These

are for those who cannot afford to live away from the CBD.

Zone III contains workingman's homes. Here the families

of those who steadily work in the city live. Zone IV
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contains middle class homes and apartments due to cheaper

costs, with Zone V containing upper income homes located

in the small outlying suburbs and towns where space and
23

privacy are encountered.

The cities in previous decades have thus been looked

on a mon.onuclear in nature. This theory holds that

activity, business and social, revolves around the

central city. With the growth of railroads, streetcars,

subways and elevated trains, the central city grew as

more people obtained access to the area. Residential

area s were seen to be included in the central cities.

Prior to the automobile the transportation in major

cities was confined to walking or horses. This limited

transportation thus contributed to the growth of the

cities and their BD's. Not only business but residences

were grouped close together as a matter of necessity.

With the invention of the steam locomotive larger

distances were covered but its use was not practical for

intra-city transport.

As transportation facilities grew, they began to

york against the 'BD's. The central cities reached their

zenith in the years between 1900 and 1920. After 1920

the ring areas of SMsA's began to gain population faster

than central cities.- The overflow effect came into

existence. As vacant land is used up growth spills

over into other areas. 24

23merson and Lamphear, p. 98.
24E person and Lamphear, p. 98-100,
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"After the margin of development passes those

boundaries however, suburban population will rise at

an incomparably faster pace than before and will certainly

outstrip the growth rate of the central city." 25

Increasing the effect of transportation has been the

automobile. The mobility provided by the automobile

has increased the spread away from the city.

Another factor in continued growth away from the

central city has been a result of increased incomes.

These incomes have increased the potential for movement

outward to the less densely populated areas.

Due to these factors, subcenters have arisen* They

have formed at "intersections on the transport grid."

Each of these exerts its own attraction for certain

functions and emerges as a lesser peak in the urban rent

surface discussed in detail later.26

Transportation improvements cause business firms

to experience cheaper transport cost and thus are able

to move farther out. They can obtain larger sites at

cheaper cost while the site is also more accessible to

the consumer.27

5Emerson and Lamphear, p. 107.

26Rasmussen, p. 65.

27Rasmussen, p. 65-67.
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Concurrently there will be an outward movement of

jobs and thus a outward movement of population. This

results in a population rise in the suburbs and a fall

in the central city.2 8

These factors as have been shown were great

contributory factors to the mononuclear city. These

same factors however, were influential in the eventual

decline of the mononuclear city and the rise in the

multi-nuclei city. The forces of agglomeration worked to

also help the shopping centers in their rise. These

centers became a very important device in the decline of

the central city,

In fact, the high-density central cities have

declined in the past two decades. At the turn of the

century cities were more densely populated as a matter of

necesSity. Due to the lack of transportation, people had

to live in relatively close areas in order to facilitate

their interdependence which at that time was a critical

factor. With the great strides in transportation the city

has spread out and this as we shall see this has

contributed to the decline of the central city population.

"Population trends in the young major metropolitan areas

are consistent with the notion that growth occurs in

2 8 Rasmussen, p. 66.
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those places that adapt to the private automobile."29

However, as seen with greater use of the automobile,

commuting becomes more feasible and therefore plays an

important role in location within and around the central

city. The younger cities which can be classified as

those who did not have a population of 250,000 by 1910,

have grown in recent decAdes a great deal. 0ertrin of

these cities seen in a general consensus have risen

fifty-nine percent in population in the last two decades.

Population figures for some north and east along with

southern and western cities can be seen to have changed

significantly.

From 1960 to 1970 the aggregate population of the
new UiA's of the south and west grew at more than
twice the rate showm by the "old" areas of the
north and east. The central cities in the former
group gained fourteen percent in aggregate
populati3b while those in the latter lost two
percent.

The central city of Dallas has increased from 435.5

thousand in 1950 to 836.1 thousand in 1970 with a density

per square mile in 1970 of 3,292. Both old and young

cities populations have declined relative to the suburbs

however Central city residents as a whole fell from .68

in 1950, to .44 in 1970 as a proportion of metropolitan

areas. For younger cities the ratio was .59 and fell

2tEerson and Lamphear, p. 191,

30Emerson and Lamphear, p. 191-195.
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to .48.33 The latest statistics on population show

that fifteen of the twenty-one cities in 1960 with a

population of at least 500,000 experienced an absolute

decline in central-city population by 1970.52

The Spatial Organization of the

ultinuclear City

With the decline of the mononuclear city, the

growth of the cities towards the suburbs was evident.

lfter the 1920's suburban growth became increa2singly

predominant. There were many factors affecting this

growth along with the increased use of the automobile,

These factors will be discussed along with their

implications in the growth of the city. A current

theory of urban growth, the Harris and Ullman theory,

will also be discussed.

The multi-nuclei theory was instituted by Chauncy

Hrris-,and EdwArd Ullman. They felt that a city did

not develop around one center or nucleus but around

several nuclei. The development of this theory was a

result of combination of four factors. one, low-

priced or, rather, low class housing is seldom built on

lots next to the higher priced homes in the city.

3 Emerson and Laiphear, p. 192.

3 Kmerson and Lamphear, p. 98.
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Two, certain activities require specialized facilities.

A.n example of this is financial institutions which

require general access to firms and law firms. Thirdly,

certain similar organizations group fairly close

together because they profit from being in close proximity

to one another for competition. An example of this type

of organization is the shopping center. Finally, there

are organizations that can be detrimental to each other

if they are close to each other. The odor from a

particular factory, for instanc; does not enhance the

appeal of the retail district.3 3 These factors will be

combined in two categories, namely, 1) industrial, and

2) residential.

Industrial.--The high cost of land in the central

business district has pushed merchandising stores to the

suburbs where their two-storied buildings are much cheaper.

The technology of mass production also requires more

horizontal land area; therefore, it is cheaper to build

in the periphery of the suburbs. To facilitate this

moving out of manufacturing, increases in communications

have made it possible for organizations to keep in

contact and operate efficiently. Warehouses had

previously been in the first ring of concentric zone

3 Jeilbrun, p. 117.
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patterns, but today have been moving out of the central

city areas. Also mas merchandising has reduced the need

for the traditional warehouse facility.34

Along with increased land cost, the rent received

for this land also increase with closer proximity to

the BD. This land rent can be defined as the "payment

for an advantage one piece of real estate has over another

because of its location.i35 The land owner receives

the rent as an income because his property can provide

a serVice, The relationship between land rent and the

distance from the central business district is called a

rent gradient,36

Distance and its relationship to the CBD also plays

very important role in the locution of manufacturing

interests. The distance from the CBD and the inter-

action of this with the demand for a particular output

as well as the costs of producing a good determine the

location of these manufacturing interests. Of course

again the automobile has affected these relationships

considerably. The mcnufacturing interests have had increases

an employment from 4,25 million to 4,39 million in the

central cities between the years 1947-1967. However,

certain older cities have declined by 7.7 percent in

34Heilbrun, p. 338.

35Heilbrun, p. 338.

36Emerson and Lamphear, p. 188.
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this area. The cost of output varies with distance

from the CBD. Therefore there are variations in costs

due to these differences in location. For certain industries

demand is relatively independent of location. No matter

where the manufacturer is located certain goods will

still have a demand. This movement of manufacturing and

merchandising concerns to the suburbs has contributed

to the decline of the mononuclear city. As more

organizations now move outward, forces of business agglomer-

ation will begin to take effect. The benefit received

by organizations, especially retail, due to close proximity

will draw more of these institutions to the area.3 7

If the land increases in price near the 0BD, then

the cost of production increases while the cost of

production in outlying areas has decreased. Ao a result,

firms will move further from the CBD. But as the distances

increase, then transportation costs will increase, thus

increasing costs to the producer. At some point which

is removed from the C3D yet close enough to avoid extreme

costs in trnsportation, the business will locate. 3 8

A rent bid line demonstrates the effect of distance

on rent. On a graph, the BD and the distance from the

BD point can be measured along the horizontal axis.

Rsmussen, p. 68,

Rasmussen, p. 68.
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The amount of rent one is willing to pay at various

distances is then measured on the vertical axis. The

amount for rent varies inversely with the distance from

the urban center. At some point the firm will no longer

bid as the cost for transportation will be too high. 9

'This increase in site rent causes firms to separate

the functions of their org7anizations. The ones who do

not require the central location will be moved to are 0s

where the costs are lower. Even head offices are

beginning to leave the QBD as transportation and

communication devices increase.40

The rent gradient as expressed here is linear in

form, This is characteristic of the mononuclear city.

However, the multiple-nuclei city does not have a linear

rent gradient as such. The lines are best represented

by Figure 1 where centers emerge where business and

residents cluster. The rise in the shopping centers

has these centers which are characterized as "nodal

points".41

3 uth, p. 60.

4 0Robert L. Bish and Robert J. Kirk, Economic
Principles andU Urban Problems (Englewood Cliffs,7 974),
p. 47.

41ish and Kirk, p. 46, 47.
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From o to E we find corporate headquarters, offices
and other activities requiring good accesibility;
from E1 to E2 manufacturing and low-income housing;
fromE to!, suburban low-density middle and high-
income housiig; from E to E suburban manufacturing
and shopping centers, Including retail, recreation
and office activities; from E toE5 .Wwer-density
housing and beyond E5, agriculture.

This graph is not a specific representation of any one

city but shows the overall tendency for multi-nuclei

growth with several central clusters of business

organizations and residential groups surrounding the

cluster. This thus demonstrates the growth away from

the CBD due to the increased space available in these areas,

Employment has been another indicator of central

city activity with selected service employment increasing,

between 1947-67 by fifty-nine percent in the older cities,

This has somewhat offset the decline in retail and

wholesale employment. Nonmanufacturing employment has

increased by two percent in older cities, For younger

cities, which was defined as those not having a population

of 250,000 by 1910, nonmanufacturing employment had increased

by forty percent

In the area of service jobs, they have remained

high with two-thirds of the employment in selected services

4 2 Bish and Kirk, p. 47.

'Muth, pp. 70,71.
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being taken up by personal and business services * Vhite

collar jobs have increased in high density central cities.

In six selected older cities white collar work was up

one hundred and fifty percent between 1948 and 1967.

Populations as a whole have declined for the central

city area of the older cities as mentioned earlier in

this chapter. The younger less densely populated cities

have increased in population by fifty-five percent from

1950 to 1970.44

Other employment and population statistics reveal

that "in the past twenty years, the eighteen older cities

(central cities) lost over seven percent of their

manufacturing and wholesaling emploMent as well as

fourteen percent of their retailing activity."45

One cause for the deterioration of employment has been

the advancement in technology replacing the worker with

more efficient methods.

Residential.--Residential locations can also be

represented by a rent bid line. The amount that is bid

will decrease with the distance from the center of the CBD.

Low-income groups are more concerned with cost of access,

44Rasmussen, p. 69.
45)
4asmussen, p. 74.

46Rasmussen, p. 75.



Higher income groups can afford expensive sites. Lower

prices in the suburbs negate the cost of commuting.4 7

Outflows of population from the QBD also increased

suburban life. The large family prefers the low density

housing as represented byte suburbs. This idea of

space is very important in locational preferences. The

lifestyle of the Dallas area is one of space; therefore,

downtown housing would tend towards low density. The

housing market has, however, continued to reach further

into the suburbs to achieve low density living,

In contemplating the location of residents and

industrial interests outside the CBD, the cost of

transportation along with the lower rent found outside

the OBD must be less than what costs would be in the 03D.

In dealing solely with housing, a general rule can be

applied. "The relative rate of decline in the price

of housing is equal to the additional or marginal

costs of transportation divided by the households

expenditure on housing,"1 These factors will pia

a part in determining the feasibility of moving farther

from the CBD, as the costs increase in transportation.

of course with the many forms of business and

housing interacting, zoning plays an important part

in deciding about an location, As it has been stated

4 TBich and Kirk, p. 48.

iuth, p. 74.
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"a basic function of zoning is to separate activities

in order to minimize the number of negative external-

ities that may reduce the welfare of the population."4 9

This has given a very short view of urban theory

for there are of course many theories which could have

been covered. This hast, however, shown th2.t the multi-

nuclei theory is the moat basic form of new cities

today. The central business district is no longer the

pivotal, most important area for the cities. With the

multi-nuclei theory and the various central points or

clusters of the new cities today the outward spread of

residential and business activities ill continue,

4 9 Rasmussen, p. 76.



CHAP TER III

THIS COOPER PORT

As previous chapters have noted, there are today

a number of interrelated problems facing anerican cities.

Crime, con estion, inner city housing and poverty, -nd

the declining importance of the central business district

as a center of employment and economic activity are but

a few. Concern for these problems, particularly the latter,

prompted the Central Business District Association of

Dallas in 1974 to commission an in*-depth study of the central

1
business district of Dallas, This study--the Cooper Report--

recommended an ambitious program of housing construction

in downtown Dallas as the major vehicle for revitalizing

economic activity in the central business district.

The purpose of this chapter is to analyze the Cooper

Report and its recommendations regarding downtown housing.

The Oooper Report, however, was not the first study of

business trends in the downtown portion of the city of

Dallas, and so a brief discussion of previous studies is

in order.

Alexander Cooper, aHoui nd the Future of Downtown
Dallas (Dallas, 1975).

3,4
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Previous Studies of Dontown Dallas

In 1910 the Kess7ler Comnission drafted what was

perhaps the first comprehensive delopar ent plan for the

city, urging development of the Turtle Creek and Trinity

River basins, and other nearby areas, 2 Since then, a

number of additional studies have followed which have

emphasized doWntown housing and the provision of urbn

enltis. For example, in 1961, the city attempted to

estimate the demand for downtown housing. About 8,000

urban workers were saeipled, of which approximnatelt only

twelve and five-tenths percent "expressed interest" in

living downtown.3 A, 1969 study of the central business

district recommended that the city provide new parking

space, green areas, shopping malls, and mass transit

facilities as part of a redevelopment plan for the

downtown area*.4 Finally, in 1974, the United Qtates

Department of Housing and Urban Development released

a study which focused on inner city housing and the

need for additional housing construction and renovation

as Dart of any comprehensive plan to revitalize the

central business district In addition to these formal

studies, the Dallas itizens Council and the Greater

2 teve israel, "'ooper's Doxntown Living; Survey Not
Gityts First," Dallas Times Herald (February 28, 1975) A-15.

3Israel, p. A-15.

SIsrael, p. A-15.

5 Israel,p. A-15.
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Dallas Planning Qouncil lava been instrumental in

promoting further interest and discussion of downtown

i 6
housing in Dllas and. in other cities

Analysis of the Cooper Report

Encouraged by the experience of other cities, and

concerned about unfavorable trends locally, the Central

Business District kssociction of Dallas in 1974 commissioned

Mr. alexander Cooper, an urban planning consultant, to

undertake yet another study of downtown Dallas. The

purpose of the tudy were to identify the primary sources

of decline in business activity in downtown Dallas and,

more importantly, to offer recommendations for the

redevelopment of the central business district.

The Cooper Report can be analyzed, for the purpose

of this thesis, by dividing: it into three parts: 1) current

trends in business activity in downtown Dallas; 2) responses

to a mail questionnaire regarding the demand for downtoim

housing; and, 3) the major recommendations offered by the

Cooper Report. Each of these will be discussed in turn.

6Israel, p. A1-15.
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Current trends in business actiity in downtown

Dallas."-The Cooper Report confined itself to the question

of housing. However in its discussion, the general

condition of the Dallas area, financially and economically,

has been included. According to Cooper, the city of

Dallas is relatively "recession resistant" due to the

diversification of industries in the city prohibiting

7domination by one specific industry.

The central business district of Dallas has not,

however, been contributing its share of the economic

and financial burden. It has in fact been declining in

many aspects which will be discussed in this chapter,

Citing such sources as the Texas Employment Commission,

North Central Texas Council of Governments, and the

1974/75 Guide to Dallas Office Buildings and the U.S.

Bureau of the Census, Cooper relays a battery of

statistics to demonstrate the movement of business

activity to the suburbs., These statistics provide a

base for Cooper's argument which contends that the central

city is declining in business activity and needs the

impetus of housing to get the populace back to the CBD.

This return of the population, he believe will be the

needed stimulus for business activity.

cooper, p. 12.

8Cooper, p. 13.
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To demonstrate this contention it has been sited that

sales in the central business district in the past fifteen

years have decreased twenty five percent while in the total

city, they have increased two hundred and fifty percent#

"In 1958 the central business district accounted for twenty

two percent of the retail sales in the city. By 1972 this

figure dropped to seven percent". 9 In 1958 the central

business district had seventeen percent of total regional

sales while in 1972 it accounted for only four and one

half percent. Along with this decline there has been

a decline in building for office space as compared to the

surrounding counties. In the last ten years 5,000,000

new square feet was added in the central business district

while 10,300,000 square feet was constructed in the

counties, 10

According to Cooper, in order to help the situation

of the BD, diversification must occur. There must be

many uses made of the central business district other

than for office space. The use of buildings for office

space has dominated the central business district in

recent years. In order to help initiate a broader

utilization of the CBD2, Cooper feels that, along with

housing, such areas as the convention center downtown

90ooper, p. 15.

0Cooper, p. 15.
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will broaden the use of the downtown area. "The City

Hall complex" has been constructed to unify offices in

one area. A new public library has also been discussed

to increase the cultural interest. A green area has

also been constructed in the form of a park. This will

not only make working conditions better, but it will

possibly contribute to better living conditions. There

have also been programs of tree planting in the area,

but these have not been extremely beneficial to workers

or for possible residents. As even Cooper admits, this

measure taken in the form of tree planting has been

instituted mainly for the pleasure of the eye of the

people driving through the area, not for use in setting

an atmosphere for potential residents. private construction

has been occurring in the CBD but,again,has been in

the form of office buildings such as the First National

Bank Building, LTV Towerand recently 2,001 Bryan Tower,

and vain Tower buildings. The occupancy of these

buildings has been up to eighty three percent with

this percentage decreasing in recent years with the

availability of space in the suburbs. 1 1

Another prominent indication of the Dallas 0BD and

its decline can be seen in the form of the population.

According to the 1960 census, the city of Dallas comprised

seventy one percent of the population of Dallas county*

By 1974 this figure had dropped to sixty percent of the

110ooper, p. 20.
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population of the county. During this same time span,

the city increased by 260,000 residents while the county

increased by 690,000 residents, or more than three to one

in number. Employment is another figure which shows the

decline of the CBD Between 1960 and 1970 employment in

the city increased by forty one percent while the county

increased by ninety five percent. Those who commute to

work have also been increasing in number. Since 1974 this

figure has increased by 750 percent. 1 2

More specifically the report deals with the question

of downtown housing. It follows its past tendencies and

projects the future possibilities. Between 1960 and 1970

the number of housing units in the city of Dallas increased

by twenty seven percent. During this same time the suburbs

increased their number of housing units by eighty eight

percent. This discrepency has been projected to continue

so that the suburbs will have increased their housing

units by one hundred and two percent in the next fifteen

years. The city is projected to increase by only thirty

one percent in their housing units over this same time

span.15

Cooper, p. 13.

13rooper, p. 22.
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The large lead the city had in 1960 concerning the

number of housing units has steadily decreased with the

suburb&, rapid increase in their production of housing

units. The continued growth in the suburban area has

recently been mainly in terms of apartment units rather

than single family units. Cooper believes the city

will have to compete with this increase by using

multi-family dwellings. As the city grows and more

businesses locate here from some of the larger cities,

their employees who come here will be more willing to

live in the downtown area if the facilities are made

available. Cooper believes one possibility for this

rise in the residential market for downtown will arise

from these employees because, being from more cosmopolitan

cities, they will be more inclined toward living in the 0BD 14

A major factor which must be encountered when

instituting building of any kind is the zoning laws.,

As it stands now the whole city of Dallas is "mapped at

an allowable density of twenty times the site area.05

This, therefore, means that for every square foot of site,

the ordinance permits the building of twenty square feet

of office space or ten square feet of residential space.

A figure of 578 acres was obtained from zoning figures

which state that 578 acres had been zoned for commercial-

residential use. It was this figure that was used in the

14Cooper, p. 22.

15 Qooper, p. 26.
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following computations: 578 acres available times 10

(floor area ratio) equals 5,780 acres. 5,780 acres

multiplied by 43,000 sq.ft/acre equals a total potential

of 248,500,000 sq.ft, or enough to have 1,000 potential

buildings housing 250,000 families or 800,000 people,16

The surv desig nd ap responses.--In order

to obtain definite answers to many of these possibilitlEs

involving housing prospects for the CBD, a survey was

taken. This survey is the crux of Cooper's entire

argument for housing in the CBDx To kegin his study,

Cooper made the assumption that the people most willing

to move to the 3cD are those who work there at the present

time. The basis for this assumption is not known,

since it is never clarified bythe report. Under this

assumption, a random survey of 1200 downtown workers

was taken in July of 1974, Of these 1200 surveyed,

&50 returned their questionairesis

This reference to returning questionnaires indicates

that this survey was done by mail. Answers to many

questions involving methodology in the implementation

of the survey have been unavailable and thus prevent a

clear analysis of the survey validity. This fact lends

some doubt to the reliability of the facts and figures

presented further in this chapter upon which Mr. Cooper

1 6 Cooper, p. 27.

1 7Cooper, p. 40.

1 Cooper, p. 40.
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makes his case for downtown housing. This thus questions

the sai ple design of the Cooper survey.

The survey, however valid, covered nine specific

areas of interest; 1) Willingness to consider downtown

housing; 2) Willingness and ability to pay for housing;

3) Housing selection factors; 4) Housing history; 5) Design

configuration features of desired housing; 6) Amenity

preferences; 7) Downtown views/perceptions; 8) Downtown

worker demographies; and 9) Additional issues used to form

a base against which to interpret the results. 19

Wilingness to consider downtown housing and willingne,

and ability to pay for housing may be combined for a

discussion of the results in these areas. In examining

the willinrness and ability to move to the 0BD, a definite

trend was evident in different age classifications as well

as married versus single employees. The results of this

survey, recognizing their questionable credibility due

to the survey methods, pint a specific picture,20

The survey showed that twenty-four percent of those

sampled would consider moving downtown. However, seventeen

percent felt that certain conditions must be provided before

they would consider downtown housing.21 "Three percent said

they would; three percent said they definitely would and

cooper, p. 40,

2 Cooper, p. 40.

2 1 Cooper, p. 41.
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one percent said they will consider downtown living.22

In addition, twenty-five percent of the older (51 and over),

thirty-two percent of the younger (27 or less), tand thirty-

nine percent of the singles would consider downtown

housing."i23

The original estimated rent of a residence downtown

was a minimum of $250 per month, Those who can afford

this expense and are willing to incur the cost are also

related to the age groups mentioned above. Those who

would be willing to pay more than $250 per month for

housing are thirty- percent of the young, fifty-seven

percent of the older group as well as twenty-eight percent

of the single population, "Those willing to pay more

then $276"24 are thirty-nine percent of the young,

forty-three percent of the older and fourteen percent

of the single group. 2 5

Due to the higher cost of living downtown, those

people willing to move to the area will hve to fall

into the upper income category. At the present time,

according to the study, it would take an income of

$18,000 annually to support the cost of living. However,

Cooper's statistics show that only forty-seven percent of

22
cooper, p. 41.

232 oeper, p. 41.
24 Uooper, p. 41,

25 Qooper, p. 41.



those interested in downtown living only have an income

of $15,000 or less, and only fourteen percent of them

have an income of 430,000 or more. This in itself

drastically cuts down the potential market of those

who would move downtown.26

The next category considered in downtown housing is

that of housing selection factors. This can be combined

with the fourth consideration of housing history. There

were many factors involved when considering living conditions

downtown. The downtown, according to the survey must

provide adequate safety, design, convenience in shopping

close to work,and clubs. There were some factors that

those surveyed felt could not be adequately provided

and those were "good prices, enough parking facilities,

school district, private fenced yards, and low density.t 27

Another important factor in downtown living is that

of the design of the residences. The most frequently

mentioned designs were: 1) single family dwellings,

2) a townhouse, 3) a garden apartment, 4) a duplex and

5) a highrse28 The single-family dwelling was the

most favored and tells of the desire of the employees

to have low density conditions. The desire for a house

diminished with the retired group and the young couples.

The young couples preferred the garden apartments, while

2 Cooper, p. 55.

27Cooper, p. 43.

2 Cooper, p. 450



the retired people slightly preferred the high rise living

style, This general preference for low density living

further heightens the difficulty which will meet the

attempts at instituting housing in such a compact area

as the CBD.29

Along with the question of cost of living,perhaps

the most important factor involved in downtown living

is the design of the residences. Cost of these in terms

of rent and their tendencies toward low density design

are perhaps the two most important items in considering

the design configurationw From the surveys made in this

study a general design package has been projected. This

survey considered the layout of the numbers of bedrooms

and baths in each unit. From results obtained it has been

determined that Dallas, contrary to the preference for

efficiency apartments of other cities, prefers two-and-

one-half-bedroom apartments with two baths.30

The problem of parking was also considered in the

design configuration. Those who would be willing to move

back into the CBD have an average of two cars per family,

Another item included in the design has been a consideration

of the number of children per family. Of those willing

to live downtown those who have children have an average

of one and two tenths children per family. There are

29Gooper, p. 45,
5 Cooper, p. 47,49.

46
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however a larger percentage of those willing to move

into town that don't have children. As a result, the

considerations for children have not at the outset

played that great a part in determining characteristics

of downtown living design.3

In discussing design criteria, there are two main

forms to be considered. The first design is that of

low density housing, "The low density model is

developed at thirty five apartments per acre."3 2 The

buildings are normally two or three stories in height

with adjacent parking above ground. This particular

design has been set for twenty acres with seven hundred

apartments. A diagram of this proposed design

configuration is presented in Figure 2.

The high density model is more compact and condensed

in its structure, "The high density model is developed

at one hundred and ten apartments per acre. The site

is four and seven tenths acres and contains five hundred

and twenty apartments." 34 The parking facilities are both

below ground and on ground level, with the roof of the

complex being used for recreational purposes. The

apartment complex is nine stories high. There is a cost

difference between the two structures, with the low

31 Cooper, p. 49,54.

32N(ooper, p. 60.

33Cooper, p. 60.

34 Qooper, p. 64.
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FIGURE& 2
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density housing costing half that in terms of rent as

the high density housing.35  Due to the implementation

of the 1973 National Uniform Building Code,the cost.

involved in both structures has increased. This increase

has been more pronounced with high density buildings,

since it is mainly concerned with structures over

seventy five feet high. The major cost has arisen due

to required safety features such as compartmentation,

smoke towers, standby emergency generators, and voice

alarm systems in every apartment.36 A diagram of this

high density design configuration is presented in

Figure 3.

Recommendationsof housing implementation.--Another

major factor to be taken into consideration when discussing

these units, is the construction cost. Due to inflation,

"costs for both prototypes have been escalated at the

rate of one percent per month for twelve months to November

1975."37

Price of land for construction sites has been another

factor in overall price. The particular sites for these

buildings have not been determined according to Cooper,

due to the differences in prices for land and the changing

construction of the downtown district. To further figure

35Qooper, p. 68,

36cooper36p. 68,

37 Cooper, p. 68.
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out costs of these projects, a computer program was

instituted. This program was a "model of the cash flow

characteristics of real estate operations.f38 Factors

which were included in this analysis were "income, expense,

project cost, tax, inflation, and investors return."39

According to the report those who use this model may set

it up to solve specific questions such as monthly unit

rent and return of cash on invested cash. Debt service

is held constant and the mortgage is a proportion of

total cost. The investors' return, debt service, and mort-

gaged proportion are considered independent variables

with the solution remaining in units of monthly rent.40

Some items were ignored by the model, namely, tax

consequences of depreciation, cash investment and cash

return on a pre-tax basis. Appreciation and depreciation

were set at zero, while resale value was not considered.

The following elements were kept in the model: project

costs such as "the price of land, construction and

related "soft" costs, and the cost of the provision

of parking spaces,"f4 1 An inflation rate is provided

to permit current construction cost estimates to be

used in considering future projects. Project

3 Cooper, p. 68.

39Gooper, p. 72.

40 .ooper, p. 72.

41
cooper, p. 72.
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characteristics were also included in this model, The

characteristics covered are:

the size of the typical apartment, the density
of equivalent apartments per acre, design efficiency
in terms of the proportion of constructed area
which is rentable, the proportion of the area assigned
to commercial apagl and the projected income from
commercial space.

Project investment considerations were also used such as

ad valorem tax rate, occupancy ratio, mortgage character-

istics and the return of cash on the invested cash.43

Utilizing all this information, the program not

only prints out monthly rent but "annual rent per square

foot, rent required if no commercial space is allocated,

costs per typical apartment, construction, parking- and

land cost." 44 The land cost variable which was chosen for

the model was a value of seven dollars per square foot,

The only reason given by Cooper for using seven dollars

was thtt there was a parcel of lcnd available at that

price at the time of the investigation. Construction

costs were set at $15.07 for low density projects and

$28.42 for high density. These were determined from

the costs of three area builders as well as information

obtalned from the Republic National Bank real estate

department. To take care of inflation these costs

42Cooper, p. 72.

43A
cooper, p. 72.

44'Cooper, p. 72.
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were increased by twelve percent to $16.88 for low

density and 31.83 for high density45

With these and other items considered such -)s

construction cost on apartment size 3and commercial

space, final results were obtainable. These results

showed that the suburban garden apartment rented for

212, the projected downtown garden apartment for $486,

and projected downtom highrise rented for $660,4 These

figures are for rent per month, These rent quotations

are obviously higher than those mentioned by Cooper

originally. This increase further cuts into the

percentage of those willing to move downtown. A higher

income will be needed than previously considered, thus

decreasing the market for downtown housing.

Along with monetary factors such as construction

costs, there are amenities to be considered. Some of

these items which would increase interest in downtown

are '1) ftree parking, 2) Good eating facilities, 3) Walk

to work, 4) Parks and indscapes, 5) ,alk to shopping.,

6) Security, 7) Desigm, 8) Underground shopping, 9) Free

transportation to work, and 10) In-Housing shopping." 47

The Cooper Report has been presented in this chapter,

Its aethods of analysis and the results which were obtained

cooper, pp. 76,77.

4 6Cooper, pp. 74I4.

47rpCooper, p. 52.
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have been examined, Questions involved in the method

of the survey as wells shortcomings in the results

and consequent recommendations by Cooper for instituting

housin will be discussed in the next chapter.



CHAPTER IV

SHORTCOMINGS AND OBSTA0L2 TO

TIW COOPER REPORT

This study has in the previous chapters introduced

the problems facing mericazs cities and has presented

a discussion of urban theory and its application today.

The concept of urban theory has undergone an evolution

which has been presented in Chapter Two. One of the

original theories held thAt cities were mononuclear

in nature. This contention was upheld originally as

most cities were seen to be instituted around a CBD.

As time progressed the forces that contributed to these

mononuclear tendencies began to work in the opposite

direction. Specifically, forces of agglomeration began

to have an effect detrimental to the BD's. The auto-

mobile contributed further to these forces of

decentralization and the younger cities became multi-

nuclei in nature. Rather than being centered around

one specific area such as the uBD, these younger cities

developed around several centers of activity. As

Figure 1 in Chapter Two demonstrated, these cities

have several clusters of activity centering around shopping

centers a well as office parks,

53
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This tendency toward multi-nuclei cities, may

question the necessity of CBD's as well as their

continued existence. With the growth of the cities

outward, the potential for housing in the downtown is

also questionable. As previously demonstrated, statistics

have shown the large gap between downtown housing and

suburban housing. These figures illustrated the fact

that suburban housing has far surpassed that in the city.

In the discussion of multi-nuclei cities as presented

earlier, the city of Dallas can be characterized as a

multi-nuclei city. The number of shopping centers and

business parks in the area are oinificant in indicating

the clusters of activity that correspond to multi-nuclei

cities. The surrounding cities such as Garland, Mesquite,

and Irving also indicate that Dallas it a multi-nuclei

city. Since Dallas is a multi-nuclei city, the prospects

for housing are questionable as a method of revitalizing

the BD.

This chapter will therefore discuss the prospects

for housin6 in the Dallas CBD, as presented by Cooper.

The shortcomints of the Cooper Report will be analyzed

taking into consideration the questionable techniques

used in the survey methodology as well as -the inconsistencies

of the survey. Recommendations made by Cooper will

also be discussed,

1 Qooper, p. 13,16.
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Shortcomings of the Cooper Report

One of the major fallacies of the Cooper Report

is the methodology used in implementing the survey.

The use of only 1200 downtown workers for the survey

presents some questions as to the reliability 
of the

projections presented by the survey. The method of chosing

these 1200 workers is also in doubt because the information

regarding the method used in chosing them has not been

available. Without tie availability of more specific

information on the research methodology, doubt is

naturally cast on the survey and its implications.

ihen considering the results, it is apparent that

contradictions occur in the statistics. In the area of

the cost of downtown living, as mentioned before, according

to the survey only forty-seven percent of those surveyed

have an income of at least $15,000 while only fourteen

2
percent have an income of more than $30,000. However,

the required income of more than $18,000 in necessary

for a resident downtown according to the cost figures

by Cooper This obviously does not substantiate the

contention by Cooper that there is a ample market

for downtowm residents. According to his own figures,

only fourteen percent of those surveyed have an income

which would allow them to live downtown.

2'ooper, p. 54.

cooper, p. 55.



Another contradiction evident in Cooper's statistics

is in the continuous increase in the proposed rent for the

various apartment styles from $250 to $450 in low density

design.4

In addition to contradictions in statistics, Cooper

presents unintentionally several negative aspects to

housing in his own report. one of these deterrents is

the Dallas-Ft. Worth Airport. In other large cities,

these airports tend to act like magnets in drawing

business away from the downtown. Since most businesses

need access to transportation, locations near the airport

can provide easy ccess to this transportation. Therefore,

businesses and hotels will tend to branch out and locate

near these airports. This would tend to draw some activity

from the 03D.

Another negative factor and point of contradiction

in the report is the problem of land cost. Regulations

in force today provide the conditions whereby Dallas

is capable of utilizing lrnd for 266 more buildings the

size of the First International Bank Tower. As expectations

of utilizing land for igh-rise purposes continue,

people are expecting greater prices for their land and

are thus holding on to available land in hopes that these

prices will come about. Thisas mentioned before, is a

negative factor against housing,

Cooper, p. 77.

5-pcooper, p. 22.

Cooper, p. 27.
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Suburban housing also provides a negative impact on

downtown housing. The suburbs are relatively close to the

city, and with the vast network of hih ys, commuting

is no longer a major problem. According to Cooper's own

statistics, only four percent of the employees surveyed

believe that commuting is too dificult or that the

distance is too long, xDue to this easy commuting

distance, many investment dollars are siphoned away from

the city to the relatively cheaper suburban area. The

cost for a builder to construct in outlying areas is

still lower than that for constructing in the downtown

area, This lower cost makes it desirable to build low

density housing in the suburbs. There is the belief

that this type of construction will continue until the

abundant land available is used up.

The utilization of buildings in the CBD has decreased

recently. For the twelve month period in 1974, 1,635,506

sq~ft, were absorbed. This was dovn however, from the

1973 figures of 2,735,506 sq.ft.. This is an indicator

of growth being siphoned elsewhere and presents a. dim

outlook for any substantial program of downtowm housing.

These Cre some of the specific contradictions inherent in the

Oooper Report. The next area to be discussed by Cooper

is the recommendations for implementing housing.

Cooper, p. 30.

8"Office Space Absorption Slows In 1974", IXaalas

morning iews (February 2, 1975), p. 1-D.
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Obstacles

The recommendations made in the Cooper Report

recognize the many difficulties which will hove to be

surmounted. These difficulties fall into areas of which

the financial, legal, cand economic feasibility are the

most important.

The specific recommendations were divided into

four groups: 1) the clearing of land obtained for

housing; 2) the financial problems of implementing

housing; 3) the actual construction and sale of

housing units; -and, 4) necessary amenities.

Obthining land.--One alternative for obtaining land

presented by Cooper was in the form of the city acquiring

the land and then leasing it out.9 This, however, is

not feasible, since the city cannot, according to its

charter, acquire land for other than public purposes.

Eminent domain could possibly be used but is restricted

to actions which are for the benefit of the public.

Other methods of obtaining land have been sug; ested

in the form of donations as well as cost-write-dorn

programs. Another alternative is a mortgage pool.

Under this plan participation of local banks and lending

9Cooper, p. 82.
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institutions would be eincouraged to cooperate with

builders. "The use of business consortiums for low-

interest loans has resulted in the creation of high-

risk mortgage pools in such cities as St. Louis and

Kcansas Oity." 10

One method for instituting business cooperation

has been proposed in the form of the city utilizing

its power as a coersive agent. The power of the city

funds may be used as an influential agent in persuading

an organization to provide funds for the necessary

programs. Other methods, such as utilizing the city's

power to provide adverse publicity to those organizations

who would not participate, seem to be rather unorthodox

and certainly legally questionable.1

Financing ant actual construction.--"Occupancy-

Guaranteed Rentals" was a method sugested by QooperL for

assuring utilization of housing, Under this concept

business groups would lease space in the complexes. This

is rather an impracticl program, for businesses do not

have a demand for housing as such2

Another possible avenue for stimulating construction

s presented by Cooper is in the area of "Permanent-

10ooper, p. 92,
11Cooper, p. 92.

Cooper, pp. 92 9
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Mortgage-Interest-Rate- iunidipal-Financing. "In this

case there is the possibility of tax-exempt low interest

rate bonds for permanent financing.V13  These bonds are

to be used in financing programs. However, all financing

which has been mentioned through the power or direct

assistance of the city of Dallas is subject to the same

problem of restricted use of eminent domain, Since 1957

Texas has had a Urban Renewal Law permitting urban

renewal projects by a number of cities. Through the

condemnation of slums and other deteriorating areas,

the city through this program can finance acquisition

programs and development programs through revenue bonds.

Cooper, however, mentions very little about the possibility

of urbIn renewal as a method of implementing his housing

projects. Ie does notin fact,give any specific indication

of where to institute housing in the BD, or where to

begin rejuvenation of existing housing.

Ad valorem tax exemptions is another avenue of

financing these projects. Exemptions fall into three

specific categories, 1) Exemptions for long-term leases

from the city to private investors; 2) Freezing the tax

base of land to be improved; and, 3) a cancellation of

taxes.

13cooper, p. 95.

14Cooper, p. 97.
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ith these recommendations, there is the problem

of losing some city revenue. To counteract this, Cooper

doec not mention any alternvtive methods for regaining the

lost revenue.

The methods mentioned here for instituting housing

construction or redevelopment will require constitutional

amendments in the State. These areas which will require

legal changes involve the concept of public purpose. The

tax laws will also require legal changes. The prospect of

tax relief and the lending of credit and the acquisition

and selling or leasing of land to private investors by

local ,gov rnmentb generates legal questions which must

be answered. The generating of revenue bonds to pay

for such activities also brings many legal questions

to the forefront. The necessary legislative changes to

be made are specifically introduced by Cooper's Report;

however, the problems in instituting these through the

political framework are ignored, The possibility that

not all these measures would be implemented is also

igaored. Cooper issues these measures will be instituted

when cousin_ begins*

one Solution presented by Cooper to the problems

of dealing with the complexeties of city government

is to institute special purpose districts., These

districts would;

levy taxes, issue revenue and general obligation bonds,
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acquire land and construct improvements for
downtown residential development and lease
or sell land on a negotiated basis to private
investors, all without violation of the
'public use' and 'public purpose' requirements.1

The districts are to be created by the cities

townsand counties. The purpose of these districts

will be to benefit redevelopment of housing by

utilizing ad valorem taxes and the business license

ta. Revenue and general obligation bonds can be

authorized with the debts incurred to be excluded from

the cities and towns. hese districts may also sell

property as well as lend money.16

There is no specific plan,however, on how to go

about inEstituting these districts. The prospect of

citi a--nd counties giving up control over a certain

portion of their area is rather unorthodox, to say

the least. This again exemplifiws Cooper's tendency

to suggest methods without discussing measures for

i plementing them in the governmental framework.

tany prominent figures have voiced doubts as to

the feasibility of these proposals. A discussion of

these prospects follows.

15Cooper, p. 100.

16a ,Cooper, p. 100.



Planning Commissioner harvey Huey believes that it

is impose ible for the city to "force" development,

redevelopment or renewal in the irner city by any methods,

unless it occurs naturally,

A proposed plan by the City Planning Commission

would allow neighborhood councils to determine the

zoning tools that would be used as incentives to

renewal and renovation of neighborhoods. Cooper

'believes that zoning is of Primary importance for

without a realistic system, he admits, housing in the

C3D would be impossible. 8

As mentioned previously, taxation is a very

important tool in implementing housing, The lower

tax rates on the fringe of the city and in the suburbs

encourages suburbciization. This draws interest away

from downtown .housing towards the suburbs, thus making

it more difficult to institute housing in the C3D.

Tax rates on various properties, a it now appears, is

very unequal, varying from sixty-nine dollars a square

foot in the GBD to thirteen cents a square foot. This

discrepency certainly raises the question of fairness to

property oniers,9

1tLyke Thompson, "Zoning Ordinance Endorsed", Dallas
Morning News (February 1, 1975), p. 5-A.

168Qarolyn Barton, "Road Blocks Slow DevelopMent",
Dallas Lorning News (February 24, 1975), p. 3-A.

1 tarolyn Barton, "Town Lake Seen As Urban atalyst",
Dallas Morning ews (February 8, 1975), p. 26-A.
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Along this same topic, revenues for the city will

be affected through discrepencies in taxation. The

Cooper Report provides no remedy for obtaining funds

that will be lost, nor does it attack the problem

of providing more services such as police and fire

protection which will be needed if the housing plan it

to be implemented.

The next area of implementation concerns the

Residential orporation Aot. This was instituted to

acfinc b~lhted areas. The corporation would institute

plans for redevelopment which after being approved by

the city would be eligible for the use of eminent domain.

The ability to use ad valorem tax abatement in a limited

aLount ws included. These improvements would possibly

only be allo ed if the city within which they occ ur has

650,000 in"abitants. The districts are to be approved

by the city council as well as a majority of the land

owners, These districts are to be governed by three

commissioners, all of whom are to be property owners in

the district. This project will thus help institute

improvements in a specified area of the city&20

The proposal of redeveloping existing areas and

blighted areas, though laudable, will have a number of

problems. However, the implementation of the Texas

ortgare Finance orporetion Act is proposed to

20 Qooper, p. 99.
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stimulate redevelopment of blighted areas. This act

by creating a public non-profit organization can Klso

issue revenue bonds and notes bearing tax-exempt

21interest. The bonds and notes are to be paid

from the corporations revenueAs. In order to insure

payment, the corporation must have on reserve at all

times a fund capable of meeting all outstanding bonds

and notes. If default is a possibility, the governor

is required to present the situation to the legislature

who is not required to act upon the request.

Many businessmen and bankers today are doubtful

of plans to institute housing or redevelopment. Many

residents have complained of a wall preventing relocation

downtown in the form of refusals by banks to accept

the risk involved in loans for renovation plans. As

has been said by a representative of a group of East

Dallas banks, "the absence of mortgage money in the inner

city needs very little documentation.1,22

The amount of money involved for individual loans

on renovation or purchase are in the area of $10,000

to 20,000. The amount is sufficiently small enough

so that bankers concentrate instead on larger investments.23

2 100oper, p. 100

2 2 LykeThompson, "Inner City Housing Loans 1Hard to
Get, Dallas Vorning News (January 5, 1975), 33-A.

23Thompson, p. 33-A.
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Harvey Mitchell, President of Southern Trust and

Mortgagebelieves that the lender does not feel a loan

of $5,000 is worth the risk especially if the home to

be renovated is worth only $10,000 to k12,000.24

Federal organizations such as the Federal Home

Loan Bank Board often refuse to institute loans in

the inner city. The fear that the neighborhoods in which

these renovated hoe s are located would deteriorate the

value of the home, thus preventing loans from being

instituted..25  However, loans are more readily and more

easily obtainable in the suburbs This provides another

incentive for suburban housing. The practice of refusing

loans to homes in the inner city because of neighborhoods

is known as redlining and,according to some businessmen

is a common practice,2 6

There have been certain programs to fight this

discrimination in the form of the Neighborhood Housing

service, where funds are made available for loans to

the poor.27 Federal funds have begun to be utilized

in this cause although it will be of limited effectiveness

Cue to the small amount of funds available. The Dallas

25"Inner City Home Loan Said Risky", Da llas boring
News (Februwry 22, 1975), p. 5-A.

2"Inner City Home Loan Said Risky", Dallas Morning
News (1February 22, 1975), p. 5-A.

2 6 "Inner CityLoan", Dallas Morning News (February
22, 1975), p. 5-A.

2 7 "Inner City Loan", Dallas Morning News (February
22, 1975), p. 5-A.
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Housing Authority is another agency which has been dealing

with the renovation of homes though it has come under

criticism as being ineffective,2 8

Proposals for renovation of housing have been projected

to occur over thre years in which 15,000 low and moderate

income homes and apartments would be affected. enforcement

of existing codes has also been proposed as a measure.

This would result in the improvement of 6,000 homes.

Rent subsidy plans htve ,lso been suggested.29

There arehowever, proposed investments in progress

currently which may provide some stimulus to housing.
These are in the form of Thanksgiving Square and Town

Lake, The Town Lk.e project as admitted by the former

mayor would require a bond election to obtain the

necessary funds. This proposal would be difficult to

implement.3 0

The recoimendations proposed by the Cooper Report

as well as others have many problems which must be

overcome. The difficulties in obtaining funds is

very obvious, Along with the legal problems and the

problems of renovation as mentioned previously there

28Lyke Thompson, "Crawford Blames DHA For West Dallas
Slums", Dallas Mornin News (January 24, 1975), p. 8-C.

Lyke Thompson, "Renovation Proposed for 15,000
Homes", Dallas JorninY News (February 6, 1975), p. 7-L.

0 "Town Lake Plans Eyed,' "Dallas Morni News (January24, 1975), p. 8-0.



is one more area of importance which has been alluded

to before. That is the proposal of amenities,

When the survey for the Cooper Study was alken,

the results iere related to certain factors being

changed befoe the residents would seriously "consider"

dontoan living' For people to seriously "consider"

the dowtotn, parks, restaurants and shopping must be

liable, ecurit must be insured as well as low

density construction, For this to be implemented, funds

must be obtained by the city to insure recreational areas

as well as security.

The case for redevelopment or renovation of existing

housing h s been shon to be many faceted. The former

mayor, Wes lise, admits that no single approach will

reverse downtown trends but that many will be necessary

His view sums up the position of this thesis that housing,

as envisioned by Cooper, by itself cannot remedy the

situation, The difficulties of obtaining funds, services,

and amenities will present enormous difficulties which

the Cooper Report has not adequality dealt with,

vTown Lake Plans yedD, alla1s 1ornina 4ews
(January 24, 1975), p. 8-C

b8



CHAPTI1Rt V

CONQLU. ION

This thesis has provided an analysis of the Jexander

Cooper Report. Through the foundation of an amivtical

discussion of urban theory, many apects o the housing

proposal initiated by Cooper have been analyzed.

Due to the transformation of anerica s cities

through the decades, cities are no longer mononuclear

but multi-nuclei, With this movement o' decentralization

which occurs with the rise of multi-nuclei cities, the

importance of the CBD has been questioned.

It has been shown th-t the City of Dallas is- among

those cities characterized as multi-nuclei. As a result,

forces of decentralization have been at work. Statistics

have illustrated the decline of the CBD in sales, construction,

employment, and population as compared to the suburbs,

The tBD is characterized as a office complex. The high

cost of property within the area as well as the miso-

proportioned property tax rates are evident. These

characteristics as well as the innovation of the automobile,

and the institution of agglomeration economies have druwn

residents and businesses to the suburbs,

69
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With these facts, it is obvious that the housing

plan proposed by Cooper has many serious drawb:atcks, As

mentioned in the previous chapter, the conflicts of

statistics and recommendations as well as the shortcomings

inherent in the study cast doubt upon the study's

reliability and feasibility,

There have been many arguments presented in the

thesis against the plan. The Cooper Report itself

has been shovn to contain various facts which in

themselves are negative forces to the implementation of

housing. The thesis 'by no means has provided a definite

conlusion regarding the merits of the Cooper Report,

However, a number of considerations which cast serious

doubt upon the desirability and feasibility of housing

have been presented. For example, the omission of a

definite site upon which to implement the housing project

is a major concern, The recommendation for instituting

housing are not provided with contingency plans in the

event of failure. These and other arguments presented

throughout the paper render the feasibility of the Cooper

Report speculative and uncertain.

If housing, as envisioned by the Cooper Report, is

not a workable method for rejuvenating the CBD, then

what other measures may be implemented? any cities

today are faced with the same problem of declining CBD'.
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Several cities have instituted pltns to counter-

act the decline and several have been spectacularly

successful. One case is that of Miinneapolis, Minnesota.

Minneapolis is characterized as a low-density city.1

There had been a mass movement of industry, office

parks and shopping centers along Highway 494 near the

Minneapolis-St. Paul airport, A twenty-four-story

financial center was just one of the buildings constructed

in the area.2

After fifteen years of rebuilding, however, the CBD

is not suffering from a loss of business activity. The

business, retail, and residential community of the 0BD

is flourishing. The 0BD is comprised of plazas,

fountains and sidewalk cafes. Wany new buildings, such

as the IDS Center, the Federal Reserve Bank, and the

Northwestern National Life Insurance Co. building, have

increased the beauty of the center.

Eight year old Nicollet Mall is located in the

immediate 1BD. It is a shoppin. center, Act in the CBD.

There heated sidewalks and bus snelters provide amenities

to the shopper. Another innovation is in the enclosed

carpeted bridge system above the street level which

connects thirty-eight buildings over eleven blocks.4

Gurngy Breckenfeld, "How Minneapolis Fends Off The
Urban Fiis", fortune (January, 1976), p. 132.

Breckenfeld, p. 135.

3Breckenfeld, p. 135.

4Breckenfeld, p. 135.
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Now that shopping is available, a plan for close-in

housing is being presented as well as a major park system.

These enclosed shopping areas such cas the IDS Genter

have brought about a spectacular renovation of the

OBD of Minneapolis.

Kansas City, Missouri and Savannah, "eorgia are two

other cities which have slowed the inner city decline,

The Grown Center in Kansas City is a complex of offices,

eighty-five stores and a hotel. In the heart of the

center is ten acres devoted to a planned plaza. Upon

completion this complex will contain fifty buildings on

a twenty-five-block site5

Savannah, eorgia has begun to control its city

decline by renovating its twenty parks located throughout

the city. The emphasis there, however, is directed more

toward historical preservation of downtown homes and

buildings

Houston, Texas is another city where revitalization

is occuring. The first stages of the one-billion-dollar

Houston Center are being completed. .his center will be

alter 4cQuade, "Two Cities, New And Old Show The
Way To Urban Amenity", Fortune (July, 1975), p. 94,

6cQuade, p. 97.



comprised of a five-level parking and traffic platform.

Offices, apartments, hotels, parks and retail centers

will be located on top of this platform covering thirty

acres,.7

From the cities cited here it is obvious the

plans are working in many areas for revitalizing

the UBD's. The major difference between these

programs and that presented by Cooper, however, is that

the above programs include offices, housing, and amenities

all in one complex. If not in one complex as such, the

rienlitie and shopping complexes are provided first

'ith the eventual introduction of housing. Cooper,

however, has proposed that housing be introduced first

from which shopping and amenities could emanate. This

proposal remains questionable especially with the

examples of other cities demonstrating that housing

should not be implemented before shopping and amenities

are available. This fact along with the shortcomings

and obstacles to the Cooper Report makes looper's

housing proposal impractical.

"Downtown- here A New Look Brings Risin. Lope".
*.. News a Rorl rt May 19, 1975), p. 31.
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